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Ibn Sina, also known as Avicenna
was a Persian polymath and one of
the most significant physicians,
astronomers, thinkers and writers of
the Islamic Golden Age. (980-1037)
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C
losing down two-year bachelor’s and
master’s degree programmes by HEC
for one million candidates is equal to
‘academic and economic murder’ of the

students belonging to poor and lower middle
class who do graduation privately and look for
jobs, besides vying for competitive
examinations of PCs and Css etc. Prime
Minister imran Khan, Education Minister
shahfqat Mahmood and all lawmaker must
review the HEC’s new policy to support the
‘elitist agenda’. This was stated by education
experts and students while talking to The
Educationist.

The Higher Education Commission has
issued a notification to close two-years degree
programmes for regular and private candidates.
Many universities and colleges are holding

meetings to convert their master’s programmes
into four year Bs programmes. Those who have
already completed two-year graduation or
associate degree will be eligible to get
admission to the fifth semester of the four-year
Bs programmes. However, academicians

believe that policy is being implement in haste
ignoring the ground realities.

University of Education Vice Chancellor Dr.
Rauf-i-Azam while talking to The Educationist
said, “there is contradiction in HEC policy, as on
one hand two-year programmes are being closed
while at the same time two-year associate degree

has been launched.” He said
that colleges lacked
infrastructure to launch four
years Bs programmes.

Punjab University Registrar
Dr. Khalid Khan said PU has constituted a
committee to look into the HEC notification and
give formal recommendations. “This policy will
increase unemployment in the country as many
people just do their graduation and master’s by
only spending Rs 8000 only. now they will be
unable to get into the mainstream.” PU Dean of
Education Prof. Dr. Abid Hussain Chaudhry
said that the overall literacy rate of higher
education would decrease due to this policy.
“Private candidates who do two-year BA, they
will be unable to complete graduation and
pursue further studies. He also said that colleges
lacked the capacity and infrastructure to run Bs
programmes under semester system.

Maddrissa students who join mainstream
after Dars-e-nizami and other such courses,
get graduation and master’s degrees after
appearing is English and Pakistan studies

examination. “They have been ignored in this
policy. This would further isolate them and
promote extremism in the society,” said Fahad
Chaudhry, who is assistant professor at PU
institute of Communication studies.   

A majority of students who qualify the
Central superior services (Css) and Public
service Commission (PsC) examinations earn
Bachelor’s Degree as private candidate, said a
student M. sharif Rana, who is doing Msc
Development Journalism from PU after
graduation as a private candidate. More than
one million students annually appear in
BA/Bsc and MA/Msc exams as private
candidates in the country. This year in PU
200,000 students appeared in BA/Bsc exams
and another 100,000 in MA/Msc exams as
private candidates. This number is 100,000 in
case of BZU Multan, 40,000 in islamia
University Bahawalpur, 60,000 in University of
sargodha, 30,000 in govt. College University
Faisalabad. other universities including
Karachi University and University of gujrat are
also running this programme successfully. g

HEC closes key gates
2-year bachelor’s, master’s programmes

1 million
private cadidates to be affected



BY SAHER ZULFIQAR & ZAHRA NAZEER

P
AKisTAn education system is not
uniform. Prime Minister imran Khan
has been striving hard for his vision for
22 years to eliminate class system from

the country. As per PM’s vision Federal
Education Minister shafqat Mahmood is trying
to implement a uniform education syllabus, says
Punjab Director Public instruction Colleges
Chaudhry Jahangir Ahmad. He was talking to
The Educationist during an exclusive interview:
THE EDUCATionisT: First of all, do tell us
about your work experience?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: i have served as an
educationist for thirty-four years. i joined this
field as lecturer in 1985 in grade 17 and served
in grade 20 in 2014. i was posted as an
additional DPi onMay 25, 2015. i have a charge
of DPi Colleges for about one year and three
months. i have worked as a teacher for about 20
years and as an administrator for about 13-14
years.
THE EDUCATionisT: Are you satisfied with
the government’s efforts for college education?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: The vision of
government has changed especially the new
government has started providing all the
missing facilities. Earlier, the government used
to send only one performa to all divisions but
now this government has started pilot projects
in all divisions one by one and has tried to fulfill
all the missing facilities including lab
equipments.
THE EDUCATionisT: What measurements
have you taken to improve the educational
system in colleges?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: We are doing a lot
to improve the educational standard. The
monitoring system will also become better now
because we are shifting it to online system
through mobile apps. When a director or
deputy director will visit any college, online
performa or recording will shift to HoD and
DPi.

so with the vision of the new government, as
you know the vision of imran Khan and Punjab
Minister for Higher Education Mr. Hamayou
Yasir, who is also foreign qualified, wanted to
transform all institutes at a par to the
international standards. For this, we consider
colleges as higher educational institutes like
universities. We want to uplift the colleges and
we gave permission to 118 commerce colleges to
teach intermediate of Computer sciences (iCs)
before this, these colleges which have very well
infrastructure taught only short hand courses.
According to the vision of current minister, the
colleges which are good in infrastructure are
being converted into community colleges.

in community colleges, four pilot projects are

running, in which we have introduced those
subjects which have market value. After doing
one or two year courses in these subjects, the
students can easily find jobs. The youth of
Pakistan will no longer remain idle. With
foreign investment and with the vision of new
government, we see positive changes in colleges.
THE EDUCATionisT: our politicians say
that they are foreign qualified, and they want
to change Pakistan’s educational system
according to foreign system. How can they
change the educational system, as they do not
know the real problems?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: Very good
question. They can change the educational
system by making research labs. They want to
input foreign setup in Pakistan’s colleges as they
have experience in foreign institutes. As you
know that research work starts from universities
not from colleges.

We have almost 52 colleges which are offering
Bs 4 years degree programme. For further
development, we have to train all teachers
because they have never experienced semester
system. Although, they have PhD degrees but
they need training in this regard. so, foreign
qualified politicians are not disadvantageous for
us but this proves advantageous as they want to
implement the foreign educational system in
our colleges.

The problem in implementing foreign system
is our syllabus which is twenty years old
especially in colleges. Without changing the
curriculum, we can’t compete with modern
world. For this, we are now replacing two year
degree program with four year degree program.
We will convert 52 out of 118 in community
colleges.

By doing this, the situation will become better
and the foreign countries will also accept our
degrees as they have challenged our degrees
before this. The situation will gradually become
better.
THE EDUCATionisT: Do you agree that the
government’s main focus is on urban areas

while rural areas are being neglected?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: no, it is totally
wrong. The pilot project that we have started to
improve conditions in southern Punjab and our
first priority is Dg Khan, then Bahawalpur and
Multan. so, we have first taken start from the
end. For this we have provided all the facilities
from A-Z including labs, faculty, iT equipments
and infrastructure etc.

We are receiving certificate from principal and
director after the completion of this process.
They can also ask for any kind of help whenever

they need. so, in pilot project, we will also work
in central Punjab after southern Punjab.
THE EDUCATionisT: What about violation
of merit in admissions?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: As the quota
system has been finished by the government in
colleges, so there is only 2% sports quota and 2-
3% differently-abled persons’ quota. i did not
receive this kind of information from anywhere
that the admission took place without merit.
THE EDUCATionisT: But, sir, these kinds of
cases have been reported in colleges?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: These things are
not practically observed. You must have
misunderstanding about the situation.
Although, these cases have been observed in
autonomous institutions but we don’t have any
link with such institutes. They receive donations
and we do not interfere.
THE EDUCATionisT: is there any syllabus
difference in private and government colleges?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: There is no
difference in curriculum at inter level in private
and public sector. All the institutes have same
syllabus. The students of Aitchison College etc
who study Cambridge syllabus, are exceptional
cases. The government as well as all private
institutes that are registered here have same
syllabus.
THE EDUCATionisT: one student is
studying oxford and Cambridge books while
the other is studying Punjab Text books
syllabus, so they will have totally different
mental level and perceptions about things.
Don’t you think that government must offer
uniform syllabi?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: (while nodding)
This question is 200 percent correct and up to
the mark. if you listen to our PM speeches, his
all struggle is based on to change this system.
He wants to finish class system from Pakistan
i.e. elite, middle and lower class. PM has been
striving hard for his vision for 22 years. i have a
complete confidence that his team will
eliminate this class system. Mr. shafqat
Mahmood, Minister for Higher Education, is
working to implement uniform curriculum
country wide.
THE EDUCATionisT: Do you think this
government is really working better than the
previous government?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: This government is
working a lot for education. They are providing
all the missing facilities to the colleges like labs
etc. When the facilities are provided, we will
proceed further. i was against the laptop scheme
of previous government at Matriculation and
intermediate level. They should build iT labs for
students in colleges instead of providing them
with laptops.

We have started 26 colleges on PEARl basis.
We provide them all the facilities. They have iT
labs and everything necessary for inter level
education. We are looking forward to provide
these facilities to every college. laptops should
be given to students by keeping in view the level
of education.
THE EDUCATionisT: Can we expect
something good in naya Pakistan?
CH. JAHAngiR AHMAD: Yes, absolutely we
are expecting really good from naya Pakistan.
The nation will have to wait for the good
outcomes after that there will be happiness
everywhere. Vision of imran Khan will be
realized inshallah.

Everything will be settled soon. You are the
future of the nation. Youth should be the part of
struggle to eliminate the problems of the
country. People are saying prices are getting
high. This is obvious when your country’s
economy is at stake, it is an obvious thing.

Concluding remarks: i would like to conclude
this by thanking you for coming and raising
questions. Youth is the future of this country. if
all people are like you to ask questions, this
means that our nation is educated. Educated
people are the integral part of any country’s
success. i forgot to tell you about the sports
strategies we are implementing. We are making
squash ground and cricket grounds in every
tehsil and they are provided with all the sports
facilities for students. We are looking forward to
increase sports activities among students. Just
be faithful and loyal. Thank you very much. g

52 community colleges on card
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DPI Jahangir Ahmad
says govt making
education reforms

Saher Zulfiqar and Zahra nazeer pose for a photo with dpi
Colleges Jahangir ahmad after interview at his office in Lahore

The problem in
implementing foreign
system is our syllabus

which is twenty years old
especially in colleges.

Without changing
the curriculum, we can’t

compete with modern
world. For this, we are

now replacing two-year
degree programme

with four-year degree
programme.

“
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“
Scientific research today is marked by
a growing differentiation and
specialization in the disciplines. a
discipline is characterized by the

questions it wants to answer, and the
methods it employs to look for such
answers. increased specialization means an
inevitable narrowing of focus, which is
indeed its main goal. But a narrower focus
may also lead to narrow-mindedness. For
sciences, this may have catastrophic effects.
in the best case, a slow-down in the
advancement of the frontiers of knowledge.
in the worst case, a permanent blockage of
cures for many social problems the research
intends or is supposed to solve. 

When different disciplines look at similar
questions, it is often advantageous to learn
from answers found in other disciplines by
considering their methods and by looking
through their spectacles. With many spectacles
or perspectives probing into the same problem,
a more complete picture is obtained.
But collaboration takes time and energy. Why
would anyone want to complicate things when
we already have perfectly-formed
departments, each optimized to answer a
certain set of questions? in spite of the
seemingly well-organized chapters of
textbooks, reality is complex and intricate and
not arranged cleanly along the lines of already
established disciplines, most of which have
emerged by historical coincidence. even more
importantly, many research problems simply
cannot be solved from a single disciplinary
perspective, demanding a collaboration
between the disciplines.
We, at university of okara, are working to
promote the interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary
and transdisciplinary approaches in research
with various disciplines combined to study a
phenomenon and finding out viable, feasible
and practical solutions for the social,
economic, environmental and health
problems faced by the society.”

Multidisciplinary discourses make way to University of Okara

Report: Sharjeel ahmed

university of okara Vice Chancellor
prof dr Muhammad Zakria Zakar
(presidential pride of performance)

FOR THE SAKE OF HUMANITY 
Human being is the building block of society.
all researches are directed to betterment of
human being. Human life is regulated and
determined by the knowledge of various
disciplines. a number of researches are going
on worldwide for human welfare. these
researches cannot be conducted in isolation.
they are naturally tempted to ask assistance
from other disciplines because not only the
social, economic and political aspect of
human being is inter- related but even
physical sciences like chemistry, physics,
mathematics and engineering have
importance in man’s way of life. 
Lawrence a. Baker describes ‘multidisciplinary
research as a potential pot of gold’. there is
no denying the fact that the humanity, that
has been preyed by numerous hazards at the
same time, is in dire need of this pot of gold in
order to survive and thrive. the researchers,
be they from social sciences or the pure ones,
need to collaborate to make the humanity
breathe again. 
“a philosopher who can think like an economist
is more likely to produce work that economists
want to read. an economist who can think like
a philosopher is more likely to appeal to
philosophers.”

KNOWING SOMETHING ABOUT EVERYTHING 
For 2000 years, the advancement of
knowledge in western civilization has taken a
path of increasing specialization.  We have
approached understanding our world by
deconstructing it into smaller and smaller
fragments creating the disciplines and sub-
disciplines in order to be able to predict, or at
least to explain, behavior in nature,
individuals, and society. 
in today’s knowledge landscape there are
powerful drivers for multidisciplinary
research.  through simple collaboration,
researchers from different disciplines can
accomplish more by teaming.
interdisciplinary research moves beyond
simple collaboration and teaming to
integrate data, methodologies, perspectives,
and concepts from multiple disciplines in
order to advance fundamental understanding
or to solve real world problems.
interdisciplinary research requires either that
an individual researcher gains a depth of
understanding two or more than one
discipline and be fluent in their languages
and methodologies, or more frequently that
multidisciplinary teams assemble and create
a common language and framework for
discovery and innovation.

ADVANTAGES OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH UO’S NCMR-2019: A RIGHT STEP AT THE RIPE TIME 
the university of okara’s newly established directorate of Research organized a two-day national
Conference on Multidisciplinary Research (nCMR) on March 27th and 28th, 2019. With the sea-
soned scholar like prof. dr. Muhammad Zakria Zakar being patron-in-Chief and the diligent re-
search like dr. tahir Khan Farooqi working as the Secretary, the conference met all levels of
academic success and excellence. the nCMR brought together a total of 200 researchers from dif-
ferent disciplines across pakistan at the periphery like okara and provided them a conducive and
comfortable environment to interact, intermingle and disseminate their knowledge. 
the opening ceremony of the conference was glittered with the presence of three eminent scholars
including prof. dr. tahira Sikandar, prof. dr. Zulfiqar Habib and prof. dr. norman Reid from glasgow
alongside the Vice Chancellor university of okara, prof. dr. Muhammad Zakria Zakar on the stage. 

(Vice Chancellor of university of okara is leading the guests to the opening ceremony)

prof. dr. Zakria Zakar presents a souvenir to prof. dr. Mazhar Saleem. 

prof dr. Zulfiqar Habib gave a comprehensive
presentation on techniques and application of
machine learning in various fields of industry,
health, education and technology while prof. dr.
tahira Sikandar emphasized the need of
collaboration of research in various disciplines.
She also appreciated the future of collaboration
of interdisciplinary research. prof. dr. norman Reid
highlighted the importance of quality teaching.
the Conference Chair prof. dr. Muhammad Zakria
Zakar thanked the keynote speakers and
reiterated his pledge to make university of okara
a hub of national and international scholarly
discourses.

(prof. dr. tahira Sikandar is addressing the
opening ceremony of the nCMR-2019)

(prof dr norman Reid is sharing his experiences
with the conference participants)

(prof. dr. Zulfiqar Habib is giving presentation
in the opening ceremony)

the conference organizers arranged a beautiful
and colorful cultural evening for the participants
on the first day. in the “Sham e Sukhan”, the
renowned poets of urdu and punjabi spread the
message of love and peace through the swaying
groves and the relishing canal that add up to the
exquisiteness of the campus. 

Concluding the conference, dr. Zakar
told, “the objective of this conference is
completely achieved. i congratulate the
conference organizers, especially the
director Research & innovation dr.
Farooqi, who labored to bring together
the scholars of difference disciplines
from all over the country despite the
scarcity of resources. a university is not
made of bricks and stones, rather it is
embellished with scholarly discourses
and production of new knowledge”.

the concurrent sessions continued throughout
the second day of the conference followed by
the scholar-studded closing ceremony. the
dignitaries like prof. dr. Mazhar Saleem, prof. dr.
Shahid Soroya, prof. dr. iftikhar ahmed Baig and
abdul Majid Khan Rana shared their wisdom
with the participants.

(the Cultural evening at the university of okara) the Conference Secretary dr. tahir Khan Farooqi
concludes the event with note of thanks

university of okara VC prof. dr. Zakria Zakar presents
souvenir to prof. dr. norman Reid

n ACCESS TO EXPERTISE VIA THE SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
n COLLABORATION LEADS TO A CROSS-FERTILIZATION OF IDEAS AND A CONFRONTATION OF

POINTS OF VIEW WHICH SHOULD IN TURN STIMULATE CREATIVITY
n COLLABORATION BRINGS LESS ISOLATION FOR RESEARCHERS
n RESEARCHERS GAIN AN INCREASE IN THEIR RESPECTIVE NETWORK OF CONTACTS IN THE

SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY THROUGH COLLABORATION
n ACCESS TO MORE EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES
n SHARING OF FINANCIAL BURDEN AND POOLING OF RESOURCES



E
VEn though Pakistan’s education
system has an inadequate
infrastructure, it is still capable of
producing more sTEM (science,

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
graduates than each of the first world countries
of the world on a comparable population scale.
However, most of these sTEM graduates
immigrate to other countries in search of more
stable political, social and economic
environments. According to the estimates, Pakistanis
comprise of over one million experts in each country of the
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and the United
states. Also there are over 1.3 million Pakistani who
currently live in saudi Arabia. Most of these Pakistanis are
engineers, doctors and scientists. This is the extent of brain
drain that Pakistan is facing.

once these intellectuals are established in their second
home country, they are able to provide a gateway for other
family members to emigrate as well. These Pakistanis are
mostly from the upper privileged and educated classes.
Hence the upper elite class of Pakistan is secure in its status
and availability to migrate wherever they want. They often
migrate to richer countries such as the UsA, UK and
Canada. 

i have observed intellectuals talking about Brain Drain
as good for the country as it brings in remittances but i
would beg to differ with them. When we talk about the
effects of brain drain, we need to focus on the massive
amount of intellectuals and qualified people not laborers
or less qualified people, working in the foreign lands. We
are talking about people who have acquired professional
degrees such as engineering and medicine and have left
creating a vacuum.

i have found references that Diaspora are expected to hit
22billion in 2018-2019 but injection of this kind of money
is not a solution to the problem of a declining economy but
an easy way out for a big problem often out of sight. it
should be noted that none of the countries of the world
trying to be independent, depend on remittances for the
survival including india and Malaysia; they have a thriving
economy because of the jobs and the products they
develop, manufacture and produce.

Dr. Adil najam, former Vice Chancellor of the lahore
University of Management sciences (lUMs) and author of
the book "Portrait of a giving Community" which is about
the philanthropic habits of the Pakistani expatiates said
“Although Pakistan is full of talented and skilled people
but these people are denied the ability to grow and prosper
because of the bad governance. The system overall is not
robust and is the root of the problem. Pakistan has the

potential to improve economy by increasing
trade and commerce, however investment
doesn’t come to Pakistan. Primarily, reason is
that people have lost the faith that if they
invest, they don’t know whether they will get
the return or not. This has resulted in a
different kind of investment which is in real
state. However, real state doesn’t bring any
tangible difference to the economy.

The government of Pakistan only
understands the concept of remittances well and makes
every effort to provide a gateway for Pakistanis to leave for
other countries. it is called the Bureau of Emigration and
office of Employment. This department not only allows
promising Pakistanis to leave but encourages brain drain
from Pakistan to other countries. Hence instead of
providing safety in terms of security and life, we see
islamabad not only allowing but urging the brilliant
people of Pakistan to leave. our politicians are in love with
the money from remittances. They are disconnected to
their own people. This affects all of Pakistan.

Dr. Muhammad Anwar's book 'Myth of Return:
Pakistanis in Britain' talks about many Pakistani
expatriates who continue to think that they will go back
one day and contribute in Pakistan, This books that offers
highly detailed corroborative evidence for immigration
patterns of Pakistani expats, says that some people do
return at least for a short time of couple of years but many
don’t. Prime reasons for not returning include investment
in their own career and properties in those foreign adopted
lands as well as due to their children who have been borne
there and this next generation has built strong bonds with
the adopted home lands after being educated there. The
take from the book research that once the intelligent
manpower, as a result of brain drain, leaves Pakistan it
becomes difficult for them to return.

We talked to a dedicated and intelligent Electrical
Engineer who graduated from UET lahore, Mohammad
sohail in this regard who immigrated to the United states
four years ago. When asked for his reason for leaving
Pakistan and settling in the Us, he responded “i left the
Us to re-unite with my family but i left again. i left
because of the limited career opportunities available to me
in my own country of Pakistan. i have worked in the top
most international telecommunication industry but soon
realized that the infrastructure was not available in
Pakistan. it is obsolete.

The writer is a PhD Fellow in Technology Management
and Adviser to the Chancellor, East West University,
Chicago. He can be reached at wh516x@gmail.com
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PRoF. A.H. Compton worked at
institute of Chemistry, Punjab
University. Arthur Holly

Compton (1892 –1962) was an
American physicist who won the
nobel Prize in Physics in 1927 for his
discovery of the Compton effect,
which demonstrated the particle
nature of electromagnetic radiation.
During World War ii, Compton was

a key figure in the Manhattan Project that developed the first
Atomic bomb.

it was 1926; when Prof. Arthur Holy Compton and her
family (wife and 14 years son) were the guests of institute of
Chemistry, University of the Punjab, lahore. Dr. Compton a
brilliant scientist of America came to lahore to join hands of
Dr. s. s. Bhatnagar, the founder Director of PUiC, in
exploring the nature of then newly discovered Cosmic Rays.
There was a debate among the scientists of the world that
cosmic rays were just a form of electromagnetic radiation or
a shower of charged particles coming from remote stars. To
explore the nature of cosmic rays, a four membered team,
Dr. Compton, Dr. Bhatnagar, Dr. nazir Ahmed and Dr.
Benade decided to conduct some experiments at some high
altitude place in Kashmir. Mrs. Compton and their son also
accompanied the team. The expedition was planned and
financed by University of the Punjab. Dr. Compton had
another association with lahore. spouse of his sister,
Missionary C.H. Rice, was the principal of F.C. College
lahore at that time. 

The team left lahore for gulmerg, Kashmir with a cook
and a few attendants to carry the equipment, which Dr.
Bhatnagar especially made for this research. After relaxing
at gulmerg for a couple of nights the team had to reach a
lake at Tosh Maidans, some 17000 ft high from sea level. it
was extreme cold and difficult to climb at such height on
moles and sometime by foot, but party managed to reach the
lake and pitched camp at a suitable place. They stayed there
for two weeks, not only completed the scheduled task of
experimentation but enjoyed the natural scenery, food and
companionship. They enjoyed campfires where Compton
used to play mandolin to amuse himself and his companions.
Unfortunately their cook died due to a heart attack and the
party had to wind up the camp and came back to lahore. Dr.
Compton stayed several months at lahore and worked
jointly with Dr. Bhatnagar. one of the labs at institute of
Chemistry, Allama iqbal Campus had a plaque on the door
(till 1990) mentioning that Prof. A.H. Compton worked here
in 1926-27. g

The writer is a professor of chemistry and currently working at
Virtual University. He can be reached at:

jamilanwar@cuilahore.edu.pk   

A golden chapter of Punjab
University history

Diluting brain brain: Securing
lasting success by retaining talent

CAREER guidance is an element that is
missing in our educational system.
Teachers and parents do not guide the

students properly so they are unable to choose
the right field of study and their career is ruined.
For choosing a right field of study one should
not follow trends. in our country a student who
secure 90% marks consider himself fit for
medical or engineering because it is a trend in
our society. We must not follow trends but we
should be a trend setter because if multiple people are doing
something wrong  we cannot mark such thing as right.

it is a fact that in our society actors are more famous than
professionals of any other field. This is because actors are by
choice. it means that  their passion is their profession. When
your passion is your profession as well your performance is
enhanced. Every day, we meet a number of people who are
doing high paid jobs but they are unhappy with their life.
This is because the job they are doing is only source of their
income and not their passion. How ridiculous this is that
people are getting leadership education for the salavery of
the job. We do not set our direction in the career. Hard work
in the wrong direction gives no reward. Hard work in the
right direction leads to success. We must also define our
areas of interest. By defining areas of interest, i mean that
some people are involved in other extracurricular activities
such as singing, sports etc. and want to adopt it as a carrier.
so they must not waste their valuable and time and energy
and should go for it without any hesitation.

A problem with us is that we judge a field from outside
without entering the field. We see the scope of certain field
and meet with our seniors in that field. so, a person who is
not by choice in that field will create a confusion in our mind.
We must develop two attitudes in ourself. one is “Yes, i can”

attitude and the other is “How to say no?”.  We
should develop Yes i can attitude towards the
field of our interest and we must know how to
say no to the people who are interfering in our
career selection.

Also do not imitate others in field selection.
Every person in this universe is awarded with
his  own talent. He must recognize his
capabilities and should work according to his
talent for a prosperous career. Do not be

dependent on someone. life is too busy now a days. no one is
there to do this for you. some people waste their time in the
search of suitable conditions. Remember that wait for
suitable conditions is totally wastage of time. After field
selection stick to your decision. Take some time to understand
properly about the field. We are always in a state of hurry and
want quick results. in the start we are unable to know much
about the field. But with the passage of time we start learning.
But in this period of learning we should stick to our decision.
Because a number of people are there to mislead us. Also
enhance your knowledge in possible areas of life other than
your field of study in this way you will be in higher rank
among the people of your field.

After success in certain career, most of the people are
unable to retain their success. This is because there is
something missing in them. For instance, a person with
less professional attitude but full of character is acceptable.
But a person with full personal attitude but have some
character flaws is unacceptable. We should also pay back to
the institutions from which we studied, to the city in which
we live and to the people who contributed in our success. g

This article is written by Muhammad Jamal. He is a
student of Communication Studies at Punjab University

Lahore. He can be reached at jamalbinkhalid@gmail.com.
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EV ERY child is born by
nature. Child is like clay,
one can mold him into a

shape he wants. Parents play a
significant role in influencing
their child’s development. A
child is sensitive to his
surroundings. Children have a
strong observing power and they
learn most of the things from
their surrounding from observing and
repeating it into action. There are many
factors that affect a child’s development. one
being the attachment the child received
during infancy, whether the child had a
secure or unsecured bond with their parent.
The second element is the types of parenting
styles used while the child was developing.
The phrase “Children are like sponges”. it is
essential to set the right examples for
children. They model and incorporate
everything they see and do into their
everyday lives. it is vital that parents set the
right examples for their children. negative
examples can be detrimental to a child's
development and can lead to destructive
behavior.

Children are like wet cement. Whatever
falls on them makes an impression.     

(Dr. Haim ginott)
The way in which a child is raised has a

definite influence on the lifestyle the person
will once live. Religion, mores, values and
common etiquettes are all passed on from
generation to generation. A result of good
values and mores to a child may result in a
successful lifestyle, possible filled with
expensive material objects, often living a
lavish life.

A human is a social animal. in social life
gender stereotypes and biases, children
regularly learn to adopt their roles in the
society that are not fair and same for both
sexes. As children reach into adolescence,
they are exposed to the different layers of the
social life, this exploration knowledge has
been gained through different sources among
these sources, and their parents are the main
sources of their knowledge. Parents are the
most influential personality for their
children. social life is categorized in many
functions layers that a person has to perform
in the particular era of his age. Every child
have to play his gender role in the society as it

grow up and passes through
various stage of its growth life
cycle.(Martin, Wood, & little,
1990).

This is very difficult for a child
to grow to the adulthood
without experiencing some form
of the limitations and privileges
that a gender does have in our
society. These privileges and

limitations are called the gender roles that a
human being has to play based on relation
with the same gender.

A child’s mushrooming sense of self, or self-
concept, is a result of the whole host of ideas,
attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs to which he
or she is exposed and the knowledge stream
flow around the child surroundings. This
surrounding has been initiated from the
parents and then it widens with the growth
of the children.(santrock, 1994).

The parents treat their children male or
female in different manners when they are
babies. The discrimination has been made in
the style of dressing, type of dressing, colors
of the dresses and their toys and expecting
different behavior from the children
belonging to different genders.(Thorne,
1993)

A parenting style is a psychological concept
based on regular strategies that parents use
while raising their children. There are several
different theories and concepts about the best
and perfect ways to raise a child. Parenting
style plays an important role in raising a
child. Baumrind’s theory about parenting
identifies four distinctive parenting styles
and is complimented by a well-supported
and organized progression of ideas. All these
tend to cover different parenting techniques
worldwide and have contrast with
Baumrind’s theory.

The most important influence on the social
life of a child that the parents have is the role
modeling. Parents are the first role models
for the child. This is proven fact that
visualization and practical implications have
deeper effects on the mind in comparison of
listening. When the children observe the
practical behavior of their parents towards
different people relating to their social circle
they learn the same and implement in their
upcoming life. g

A
TRUE lEADER is a living
illustration of his teachings. only
then we can be
inspired to learn a true

leader’s philosophy when we see
that a leader’s personal life
exemplifies his philosophy. And
if a leader does not stand by his
own words, we cannot trust him.

it is useless for a leader to be a
visionary in the abstract; it is
essential for a true leader that he
must be an effective
communicator whose vision can be
interpreted into definite, applicable
principles – not knowledge for the sake of
knowledge, but knowledge that can truly
help improve the world. A true leader must
have devotion, uniqueness, courage, strength,
and humbleness in his personality.  When
god chose Musa (A.s) to lead His people out
of bondage in Egypt, Musa (A.s) replied,
“Who am i, that i should go unto Pharaoh?”
(Exodus, 3:12). indeed, “Musa (A.s) was
humbler than any man on the face of the
Earth” (numbers, 12:3).

When Egypt was concurred during the
caliphate of Umar Bin Khattab (R.A), one of
senior most companion of Prophet
Mohammad (P.B.U.H), all the wealth
gathered by his soldiers and commanders
was honestly submitted to the state. on that
occasion, the companion of Prophet
Mohammad (P.B.U.H), Ali bin Abu Talib
(R.A) said, the morality and trustworthiness
of the soldiers is owing to the honesty of the
Caliph Umar (R.A). During the years of
drought, Caliph Umar (R.A) lived same life
as the people without having any facility and
food. on occasion of rejecting proposal of
expedition during drought, Umar (R.A) is
reported to have said: “life of my one soldier
is dearer to me than a million Dirham”. These
are the attributes set by a true leader. 

An example of true leadership also seems in
today’s world as Jacinda Ardern, current
prime minister of new Zealand has appeared
to be a sincere sympathiser to all the Muslims
by not just giving verbal speeches after
terrorism attacks on mosques in new
Zealand but practically going to
Muslims(who are minority in new Zealand)
in their dress and grieving with them by
reading the verses of Holy Quran and the
sayings of Prophet Mohammad (P.B.U.H). 

Ardern expressed her feelings on the
mosque shooting accident. she said that

many of the Muslims affected in
that accident may be the
migrants to new Zealand. They
belong to some countries, but
they have chosen new Zealand
to live there and make it their
home. she presented herself as a
true leader by supporting
Muslims in this sorrow by
practically proving that there is
no place for such kind of extreme

and violence acts in new Zealand. she made
a promise to bring the terrorist to justice, to
degrade him, to ruin recognition of his desire
to be seen, recognized, and fought. The
opposite of terror is not victory, courage or
even justice, and it is surely not “war on
terror.” The opposite of terror is disregard for
the terrorist.

The leaders in our country have always
considered themselves and their colleagues to
be true leaders but practically proven
themselves to be far away from the attributes
of a true leader. only Quaid e Azam
Mohammad Ali Jinnah and liaqat Ali Khan
(First Prime Minister islamic Republic of
Pakistan) have so far proven to have qualities
of true leaders after independence in our
history. Mao Zedong also known as Chairman
Mao, was a revolutionary leader, wore same
dress thirty long years a measure of austerity.
Zhou Enlai (First Premier of the People's
Republic of China) always rode bicycle during
his tenure of almost thirty long years. And
leaders of China wore same dresses as their
labourers until China progressed. These are
the attributes of a true leader. 

History has witnessed many true leaders
who did not want others to follow them.
They made themselves an example for
everybody. As a result of their true
attributes and leadership qualities people
themselves followed those leaders. A true
leader does not want extreme control rather
he wants truth. He does not impose his
leadership on others rather he tries
fulfilling his people’s need and make his
country successful and a leading one. g

The writer is a scholar at University of
Central Punjab. She can be reached at:

ayeshaakhtar1766@gmail.com 
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parents’ behaviour for children
‘every student can learn, just not on the same day, or the same way’
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Leadership of a true leader

TB remains the world’s top
infectious killer, being
responsible for the deaths of

nearly 1.7 million people each year
and representing the ninth top
reason of deaths globally. Pakistan
ranks sixth worldwide among the
22 high-TB loaded countries and
contributes an estimated 43
percent of the disease towards the

eastern Mediterranean region. over half a million people are
estimated to be suffering from tuberculosis in Pakistan. Every
year about 430,000 people together with 15,000 children
contract tuberculosis in Pakistan, and every year no less than
70,000 deaths can be attributed to the disease in the country. 

This disease kills nearly 44000 Pakistanis every year and
causes considerable economic loss. Pakistan with estimated
disease case load of 518,000 new sensitive TB cases annually
ranks 5th and with case load of 27000 drug resistant TB cases
ranks 6 among 30 high-burden countries. nTP along with
PTP’s notify, diagnose and treat about 366,061. Whereas the
missing drug sensitive cases remain at about 166,000. in 2017,
tuberculosis death rate for Pakistan was 27 cases per 100,000
people. According to the TB report of Pakistan bureau of
statistics in 2018, on average 35,388 Bacteriologically positive
new and Relapse cases were reported out of which 47,374 were
males and 44,386 were females. 

While talking to the professor of medicines at king Edward
university Professor 

tuberculosis ‘killing’ pakistan
BY AMNA FAZAL ELAHI, AYOUN PERVAIZ & FATEEN LIAQAT

T oDAY, i open my eyes with new dreams, new hope
and many more expectations for my day of life. little
bit nervous but my mother say, don’t worry daughter,

everything will be oK. i hope this time everything is good for
me. i am nervous for every little thing. My clothes, my
makeup look good because this is not first time for me. This is
the fourth proposal. Three before  are refused. They give
different explanation to reject me. in the starting, i am very
happy for all of this and feel like i am in the sky. live in
fantasy because every girl dream to get marry. one day, prince
charming came and get marry to her but at the end of the day
or with the sunset, everything is finish, everything is
destroyed. My dreams, my hopes, my wishes, my
expectations, everything is broken. The new day starts with
new hope for me and my family because its day that i always
dream i always wish. Every girl waits for her proposal. i recall
all of these thoughts in my mind. Make cookies and
sandwiches to decorate the table for guests. i notice all the
things around me. My parents are nervous a lot, more than
me. i see their faces, they are smiling to convey me that
everything is going to be good for me. They said, this family is
different to others, so no need to worry about anything but i
see their hearts and their speaking eyes which tell everything,
they both are afraid because they love me more than
anything. They fulfil all my wishes but now, they can do
nothing for me because this is my fate. They always try to do

best for me. i afraid more than today proposal and pray to
AllAH, ‘’may everything be good, not for me AllAH! But
please! For my parents. i cannot see my parents like this. My
heart is going down when i see their faces. There is smile on
their faces but their heartx praying for me. i pray to AllAH,
please make everything good and fulfil the expectation of my
parents. Hiding all these wishes in my heart and tears in my
eyes, i dress up, apply some paint again to my face to make
guests happy. 

The guests arrive. sit in the drawing room. My heart
beats very fast. All the thoughts are in my mind. How i
look today, how they will react, how they response. i

am nervous to face them or to serve them. Wait for my
mother to ask me to come and meet the guest. My mother is
running here and there in confusion. she is confused more
than me but when i see her face! i am more concerned!
Everything flash back into my mind. Then suddenly, mother
call me to come and meet the guest. i take all the sandwiches
and cookies and enter the drawing room. Everyone watching
me from top to feet. i serve the tea to everyone. They all start
questioning and their questions are annoying but i dare to
answer one by one very nicely. After half an hour, they eat all
the snacks and sandwiches. Two aunties discuss, whisper
about me. Focus every little thing in me. How do i walk, how
do i serve, talk or eat. My color, hair, eyes, nose, everything
they focus. They don’t want a girl for their son. They want a
robot which look beautiful but never speak a single word.
Who will do all the work of their house, all the day but will
never say that she is tired. i am thinking about! They may
agree or may be not! if they disagree, then, 

Feature: RiSHta aya Hai!
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IAGS inks accord with China’s varsity
STAFF REPORT 

P
UnJAB University institute of
Agricultural sciences (iAgs) is
collaborating with Wuhan
University, China on hybrid rice

breeding in Pakistan.
in this regard, a delegation from China

consisting of Prof Renshan Zhu, Dr Xianting
Wu, Airu Zhu and guobao Yuan visited the
iAgs to sign an MoU between the two
institutes. PU Vice-Chancellor Prof niaz
Ahmad, External linkages Director Prof Dr.
Kanwal Ameen, iAgs Director Prof. Dr.
Mohammad saleem Haider, Dr. Ali Klasra,
Dr. Mohammad Ashfaq and sayban group of
industries CEo Azam Cheema were present.

speaking on the occasion, Prof. niaz said
this was the role of universities to work for
the betterment of society as well as country.
He said PU would promote such research
projects which would leave positive impact
on society and country. iAgs Director Dr.
saleem Haider was praised for his services
for the promotion of research culture. 

later, the Chinese delegation visited the
labs and experimental area of the institute of
Agricultural sciences for hybrid rice
production and appreciated the efforts of the
institute and its teachers.
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REPORT BY SHARJEEL AHMED

H
EAlTHCARE in Pakistan is considered to be the
most neglected area despite the fact that we are
prone to a number of diseases due to poverty,
deteriorating environment and lack of

awareness. no serious and systematic effort has ever been
made to streamline this sector. it is satiating to know that our
academia has risen up to this cause. The First national
Conference on “Public Health in Pakistan: Addressing
Challenges & seeking solutions”, organized by the
Department of Public Health, University of the Punjab under
the patronage of the Director institute of social & Cultural
studies (isCs) Prof. Dr. Rubeena Zakar, was a marvelous
milestone in this regard. Moreover, the conference was held
on the eve of the international Women’s Day which shows the
organizers’ commitment to address women’s health issues
that stand among the major hindrances in the way of the
sustainable development in Pakistan. 

THE one-day conference began at 9:00 am in the seminar
hall of the isCs with a large number of students, scholars
and healthcare experts from all over the country

participating in the inaugural session. The keynote speakers of
the session included the Conference Chair Prof. Dr. Rubeena
Zakar, the Vice Chancellor King Edward Medical University Prof.
Dr. Masood gondal, the Vice Chancellor University of Health
sciences Prod. Dr. Javed Akram, the Vice Chancellor national
University of Medical sciences Prof. Dr. Muhammad Aslam, the
Conference Patron and the Vice Chancellor University of the
Punjab Prod. Dr. niaz Ahmed Akhtar, and the Chief guest Mr.
Hanif Pitafi, the Health Advisor to the Chief Minister Punjab.

in her opening remarks, Prof. Rubeena thanked all the
dignitaries, the scholars and the students for gathering
around and highlighted certain critical issues related to

the healthcare system of the country. she was of the view that
a comprehensive health policy was need of the hour. 

“We should focus on the reforming the model in the
healthcare system that focuses on curative and preventive
models. Public Health department established in 2013 under
the isCs and now we are aiming to build an independent
school of Public Health”, told Dr. Rubeena. 

ADDREssing to the participants, Prof. Javed said,
“Tertiary healthcare system is overburdened in
Pakistan. To overcome the health care challenge we

should establish referral system in healthcare. now-a-days
Pakistan has to face emerging diseases like hypertension,
diabetes and obesity and this is happening because there is no
proper population and health planning. We should also
promote physical activities and healthy diet.”

Highlighting the importance of primary and secondary
level healthcare facilities, Prof. Masood argued that there
must have been introduced a family physician training
program in order to reduce burden form the tertiary level
healthcare system. He also proposed that the academic
institutes should have launched post-graduate courses in
public health and family medicine so that the deficiency of
the skilled workforce in this field could be overcome. 

Prof. Aslam was of the view, “To overcome the health issues
we should integrate clinical practices with Public Health and
focus on preventive, primitive and restorative aspects in

healthcare system.” He went on to say, “According to WHo
report for Asia, government should spend 6% of gDP on
Health. in Pakistan 85% of allocated budget of health spent on
tertiary level healthcare system, benefits only 15% of the
population, which need to be shifted to the primary healthcare.”

Pr. niaz appealed to the academia of the country to play a
pivotal role in healthcare policy making. He proposed that
the government could stop brain drain by giving lucrative pay
packages to the medical doctors. 

MR. Pitafi spotlighted the current government’s
initiatives for the betterment of the healthcare system
in Pakistan and told, “The biggest challenge that the

government of Punjab has to face is Mother and Child mortality
and for that we have launched our plan in five different district
of the Punjab (Ranjhanpur, Dg Khan, Jhang, layyah and
Abtobaad) that is monitoring the Mother and Child care.
government of Punjab has already allocated 7% for the Health.”

PANEL DISCUSSION ON THE SWOT ANALYSIS OF
HEALTHCARE SYSTEM IN PAKISTAN

AFTER the inaugural session, there was held a panel
discussion to examine and strengths and weaknesses
of the healthcare system of Pakistan and propose the

necessary initiatives that could bring improvisation. The
session was chaired by Prof. Dr. Theresa Thompson from
lahore school of Economics while the panelists included the
Head of World Health organization (WHo) in Punjab Dr.
Jamshed Ahmed, the former Chief Executive officer of the
Public Health Agency Dr. shabnum sarfraz, Dr. shehzad Ali
Khan from Health services Academy, Head of the Department
of Public Health & Community Medicine Dr. Ayesha
Hamayun and the Consultant UniCEF Dr. imran Ravji. 

HigHligHTing the strengths of the indigenous
healthcare system, Dr. shehzad told that the
healthcare infrastructure at rural, Tehsil and tertiary

level had enormous capacity, not to speak of the trained lady
Health Workers (lHWs). Dr. Ayesha articulated that the
major problem existed in the implementation of the policies
of public health and that system needed to be streamlined.
Dr. Jamshed argued that the real challenge was the gap
between policy need and implementation. 

The panelists came up with the following recommendations
for the inventiveness of the healthcare system in Pakistan: 
n A multidisciplinary integrated approach will be a key to

form and implement a sound policy - Dr. shabnum sarfarz 

n Policy making is a continuous process and all the
stakeholders should be integrated to form an effective
policy - Dr. imran Ravji

n All the stakeholders should work on “one Health
Platform” - Dr. Jamshed Ahmad

n Community and public health need to be strengthened -
Dr. imran Ravji 

n Health policy should be need and evidence based
n Healthcare system need to emphasize on preventive

health and modernizing primary healthcare in rural and
urban setting

n Health financing in the form of health insurance need to
balance with equity and universal health coverage

POSTERS PRESENTATION

Atotal of 20 participants presented their posters during
the conference. The jury consisting of Dr Marnix, Dr
norbert, Dr Theresa and Dr Ayesha Hamayun visited

the site where the posters were displayed and selected “shan-
e-Elahi” as the best poster.

PARALLEL SESSIONS OF RESEARCH 
PAPERS PRESENTATIONS

THERE started three parallel scientific sessions after the
inaugural ceremony of the conference and a total of 20
scholars presented their works throughout the day. The

sessions were chaired by Prof. Dr. Munir saleemi, Prof. Dr.
syed nawzish-i-Hussain and Prof. Dr. Theresa Thompson. 

CLOSING SESSION AND SOUVENIRS DISTRIBUTION

THE keynote speakers of the closing session of the
conference were Dr. syed Tanveer Rauf, Dr. naeem
Zafar, Justice R Rasira Javed iqbal and Prof. Dr.

Muhammad nizamuddin. At the end of the conference,
souvenirs were distributed among the honorable guests.
shields and certificates were distributed to the best oral and
poster presenters, seema Daud and shan e Elahi respectively.
shields were distributed to the organizing team of the
conference by the honorable chief guest Prof. Dr. nizamuddin. 

CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS

To achieve the vision of a healthy, clean and prosperous
Pakistan, following are the recommendations derived
from key note speakers, panelists and healthcare

system experts who participated in the first national
conference on Public Health:

1. to reform the health system based on social justice and
indigenous needs of population

2. to develop evidence based national health policy in
consultation with all national and international stakeholders

3. to gradually increase the percentage of gdp spent on health
from 0.6% to 6% with equitable distribution of health
resources

4. to develop a healthy nation through focus on preventive
health, promoting healthy lifestyle activities and effective
policy making for clean environment

5. to produce competent workforce of public health profession-
als through introducing short term capacity development
programs and improving the quality of existing post graduate
programs at academia

6. to expand the role of department of public health by estab-
lishing School of public Health at punjab university to cater
the growing needs of students, faculty and public

7. to strengthen healthcare system through development of
Family Medicine / general practice as the foundation of the
new health system with an integrated referral system to re-
duce the burden on tertiary care hospitals

8. to establish integrated primary health care services in urban
and rural community settings and to modernize existing infra-
structure to meet the demands of rising population

9. to integrate information technology for provision of cost ef-
fective care in resource restrained settings

10. to build the culture of research in academia through funding,
training and developing institutional and academic linkages. g

Dr. Rubeena Zakar suggests comprehensive health policy
pu’s department of public Health hosts first national conference on public health in pakistan, addressing challenges and seeking solutions

(the Conference Chair, prof. dr. Rubeena Zakar is receiving the pu,
VC prof. dr. niaz ahmed akhtar)

(Conference chair is delivering her welcome note)

(the VC university of the punjab prof. dr. niaz ahmed akhtar is
addressing the conference participants)

(prof. dr. Muhammad nizamuddin is presenting shield to a
conference participant)

(the dignitaries of the panel discussion during the 1st nCpH)

(the Keynote Speakers of the opening session of the nCpH)
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D
oZEns of renowned peace scholars
from different regions of the world
showed their serious concern over
disturbed condition of world peace

and stability and encouraged rising scope of
region to region co-operation to handle the
situation towards making globe a place of
flourished humanity. 

They were delivering their intellectual input
in the 2nd international Conference on global
Peace (iCgP) organized by lahore Center for
Peace Research (lCPR) in collaboration with
Turkish think-tank, south Asia strategic
Research Center (gAsAM) in istanbul.

Mr.Ali sahin, Chairman of Pakistan–Turkish
Parliamentary Friendship group in Turkish
Parliament chaired the opening session of the
conference along with Mr. idris gulluce,
popular politician and 4th time elected member
of the parliament. Mr. idrees gulluce, His
Excellency Mr. Avni spahiu Ambassador of
Kosovo in Turkey expressed their views on the
theme “Emergence of inter-Regional
Cooperation: shaping path of stability and
prosperity”. 

Prof. Hasan Askari Rizivi, former caretaker
chief minister of Punjab, Mr. shamshad Ahmad
Khan, former secretary Foreign Affairs,
Mujahid Mansoori, lCPR’s Executive Director
and Moeed Yusuf, Associate Vice President,
American Think-Tank, UsiP shared their
analysis on the topic while Mr. Bilal Pasha
Pakistan’s Counselor in istanbul delivered the
message of sohail Mahmood, Foreign secretary,
Minister of Foreign Affairs.

opening the conference, Mr. Ali sahin said
world peace is a great sacred cause for

flourishing humanity and essential for every
global citizen but it is under threat.  He said that
the time has come to address all the causes that
became the barrier for global peace to defeat
terrorism and all evils against the human lives
and sovereignty of the nation. 

He said that intellectuals and responsible
sections of the world community now must play
its role to respect the geographical boundaries
and to make the borders soft and use them to
join the economic activities.  Mr. sahin said
that’s why Turkish government and people fully
back inter-region cooperation.  

Keynote speaker Maj. gen. Kulatunga,
Commandant of Defense services, Command
and staff College, sri lanka said that it was
Pakistan’s cooperation to sri lanka that helped
us eliminate terrorism “exported” to their soil.
Before the start of the opening session all
participants adopted one minute silence to
show respect and solidarity for the persons who
lost their lives in blatant incident of terrorism. 

senior Turkish Parliamentarian Mr. idrees
said world peace has been disturbed terribly and
powerful countries involved them in conflicts
and wars became themselves decision makers
and interpreters of the issue which became the
cause of terrorism. He said we need to revisit the
mechanism to resolve the conflicts which
should be acceptable for all communities.

Mr. shamshad A. Khan said peace and
development go hand in hand and nothing can
pave the path of peace and security more than
economic development through inter-regional
cooperation. He said CPEC is not a
development project of bilateral level, adopting
an approach of inter-regional cooperation

Afghanistan, Central Asian land locked states,
iran and india can be beneficiary of CPEC. He
said a vigorous campaign was also needed at
global level to resolve the long standing issues of
Palestine and Kashmir in accordance with Un
security Counselor. 

Prof. Dr. Hassan Askari Rizvi emphasized
that Asia must capitalize on its own resources
and reclaim its role as a balancing factor in the
uni-polar world by carving out a new niche for
itself in the global geopolitical matters. 

All other keynote speakers, as well peace
scholars condemned the horrible terrorism in
new Zealand and sri lanka and emphasized
joined intellectual efforts to eliminate.  

in two academic sessions, renowned peace
scholars from Azerbaijan, China, France, india,
Kosovo, Malaysia, Pakistan, Poland, Romania,
sri lanka, Turkey & UsA delivered their
conference papers.

in academic sessions, a number of peace

scholars agreed that some regional longstanding
regional conflicts become barriers in the way of
regional cooperation towards stability and
prosperity. They gave example of Afghanistan
and said that long standing war situation is a
hurdle among Central Asia, ECo and among
south Asian regions with reference to their
cooperation for mutual interests.

The conference also emphasized that Asia
must capitalize on its own resources and
reclaim its role as a balancing factor in the
unipolar world by carving out a new niche
for itself in the global geo-political matrix.
Asian states must rise above sub-regional
mode and concentrate on a common Asian
cause by concerting their policies on issues
of global relevance. it is time they also rose
above their differences and resolved
conflicts through dialogue and diplomacy
and built a legacy of peace for future
generations. g

Inter-regional coop sought for peace, development
pakistan helped eliminate ‘exported’ terrorism, says Sri Lankan commander

BY ANUM ZAHRA

THE Women University, Multan
(WUM) and Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal
signed a Memorandum of

Understanding (MoU), under which Bait-
ul-Mal will provide 50 scholarships to the
students of the university.

The MoU was signed by Vice Chancellor
Prof Dr. Asmat naz and Managing Director
PBM Aon Abbas Buppi on May 6, 2019.
Registrar Prof. samina saleem and Arfan
Haider (Deputy Registrar) were also
present. speaking on the occasion, Vice
Chancellor Prof Dr. Asmat naz said that
Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal was doing tremendous
job and providing thousands of scholarships
to help the needy students to complete their
studies.

MD Baitul Mal Aon Abbas Buppi said The
Women University, Multan was providing

excellent education facilities to the females
of south Punjab and PBM would support
WUM to provide the best education to the
needy students.

“Women empowerment is also one of the
objectives for which vocational centers have
been planned to be opened in different cities
and these will impart skills through different
courses to women to enable them to earn
their livelihood. The PBM has also been
running centers for rehabilitation of child
labor. in the health sector, the PBM is
bearing full expenses for terminal diseases
like cancer, hepatitis, heart diseases etc,” he
said. 

At the end Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Asmat
naz thanked MD Baitul Mal for gracing the
occasion and said provision of scholarship to
the deserving students would encourage
them and open new avenues of higher
education. g

pakistan Bait-ul-Mal grants 50
scholarships to Women university Multan

Vice Chancellor prof dr asmat naz  and Bait ul Mal Md aon abbas Buppi signing the Mou

25TH CONVOCATION
OF QUEEN MARY
COLLEGE LAHORE

STAFF REPORT 

T He Queen Mary College Lahore held its
25th Convocation ceremony on 30th april,
2019. the chief guest for the ceremony

was the punjab Minister for Higher education
and tourism, Raja yasir Humayun Sarfraz. 
as many as 463 graduates of Ba, B.Sc., BS Hons
and masters received degrees while medals were
awarded to position holders, 57 students
received gold medals, 51 silver medals and roll of
honor were awarded to at least 343 students. 
principal Queen Mary College, dr, irfana Maryam
welcomed all guests and presented the annual
report of the college. 
addressing on this occasion, Raja Sarfraz
Humayun encouraged the students and
appreciated the efforts of the college. He said
that for the economic development of the
country high quality of the curriculum, teachers
and the students combined, plays a great role.
He added that Queen Mary College takes pride in
its great tradition and the students who pass out
from here truly deserve praise. 
He said the students were an asset and
leaders for the coming generations and laying
strong foundations for a prosperous pakistan.
While addressing the ceremony, College
principal said that the progress and
development of any country depends on the
education of its women. in a developing
country like pakistan, participation of women
is pivotal for the social and economic
development of the country. g

Gender discrimination

nATURE
has
divided

human beings into
two halves and both
are given
responsibilities
which suit them,
along with
assigning the

responsibilities,
nature has very clearly stated the rights of both
on each other. gender discrimination is a
practice which we face when both the genders
show the desire of substituting their duties
without giving due credit to each other. in such
scenario the powerful became aggressor and
other the victim of aggression.Discrimination
represents a significant social problem in
Pakistan as well as throughout the world. girls
face discrimination everywhere in the world.
They often receive less food than boys do, have
less entrée to schooling and work long hours.
Why can’t we see the helpless agony of the girl
child in our society? Their ignorance will
certainly beget to forget our cause, which is still
fractured in the regions. Whenever i hear about
any violence against a woman, a deep wave of
an anger rises in my heart and i become sad.
The most harmful practice that have been
observed in recent times is that of “acid attacks”
on women to burn them alive; it is not just
violation of human rights but also humanity.
We can see that gender equality is tilted
towards men rather than women. in our society
people think that women can perform
household jobs only, so they do not need any
formal education. But today women are getting
higher education and working nearly in every
field. But this conservative thinking of people in
our society and our typical rituals affect the
womenfolk badly. They have to live in a society
which is full of social issues, like gender
discrimination, violation of human rights, child
abuse, rapes, child marriages and human
harassment at work places, and can be seen
everywhere. g 

waqasgullab@gmail.com

Waqas gullab 
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BY RAFIA ZAFAR AND MAIRA KHAN 

D
UE to imran Khan, Trump used
to say that let's talk with the
"Taliban" you can't win them. The
way how iK raised the issue of

Kashmir, was never done before by any other
PM of Pakistan. These views were expressed
by Ejaz Chaudhary during an interview with
The Educationist. Following are the details:
THE EDUCATionisT: How was your
journey from Jamat e islami to PTi? 
EJAZ CHAUDHARY: i was impressed by
the message and invitation of Jamat e islami.
And at my study time, i worked with them
and under their society i was the president of
islami Jamiyat Talabah. Because of innate
interest in politics, i chose Jamat e islami
and worked with them for 20 years. i don't
have any issue with their message about
islam but i don't agree to the way of their
politics. 

At that time PTi was only a name and so
was imran Khan. i started following him. i
did not know him before. Also, i was not
a cricket person. But i thought that he
was the person who had great personal
achievements. in Pakistan it’s hard for a
person to have such qualities like imran
Khan. i started following him in politics.
i met him in 2006, and in 2007, i joined
Tehreek-e-insaf and till 2015 i took a
mission to make PTi, a strong party indeed a
true political party. 
THE EDUCATionisT: Joining politics was
your own or parents’ decision?
EJAZ CHAUDHARY:like all traditional
parents, my parents also wished me to
become a doctor or an engineer and i became
an engineer. i made their dream come true
but a man has also his thoughts and concerns
that he/she would have to agree people more
and more on what is right.  Either you call it
politics or collective concern. if i was
convinced by any kind of talk, i want
everyone to agree with me on these right
opinions.  And this is the main purpose of my
life to convince people on true words.
THE EDUCATionisT: sources tell that
your wife is the daughter of Ameer Jamat e
islami. How do you manage your home with
politics?  isn’t it really hard to manage time,
how you do this?
EJAZ CHAUDHARY: she is selfless women.
He (Ameer) is considered the “Wali” of
Pakistan. He is a pure soul freed from any sin
and at times, his organization was very
strong and established. And she (his wife)is
very pious and brave woman. i spend a little
time at home from beginning. But she gives
her full time, educated our children and still
she stands behind me.

(You questioned the time management?)
Yes, she has complained and her complain

is damn right. And i have not compensated it
yet, but if life is left, inshallah, this complain
will be compensated.
THE EDUCATionisT: it is said that PTi is
the party of women. is it because of the
personality of imran Khan or due to the
importance given by your party to women? 
EJAZ CHAUDHARY:see no 1, PTi has a lot of
space for youth. no 2, it has space for educated
women to do clean politics. Unlike other
traditional political parties, it has become the
family. so, the space is always there in this
newly developed party for youth, both boys
and girls can equally play their role in politics. 

Especially the interest of youth was there
and age group of ladies of 35 to 40 years was
supporting PTi. And also, it is because of the
fascinating personality of imran Khan, other
than that his pure and transparent life is also
the reason behind that he’s the most
transparent personality as a politician.
supreme Court was investigating him for
almost 1 year and after that the court
declared him “sadiq and Ameen”.
THE EDUCATionisT: You are very active
in social work and also have a soft corner for
minorities. What is your next initiative in

current government of imran Khan, what
will be the new development plans in this
regard?
EJAZ CHAUDHARY: i did a lot of social
work when i was in Jamat-e-islami, but since
when i have joined Pakistan Tehreek-e-insaf,
i’m in full-fledged politics. Your down
trodden classes like poor, un-educated that
live in under-developed areas, minorities,
miserable women are main subject of my
focus now. not only i live like a common man
but i prefer to sit among them too.

i also think the same about minorities too.
i do care about them because i feel that they
are the ignored ones. Being a human, we
don’t behave like humans with them.
However, i first changed my party culture,
started accompanying them. i used to meet
them and started sharing their happiness and
sorrows. i used to eat with them too. i
preferred this tradition and islam don’t
restrict us from this at any cost. i’m sensible
enough to understand what our “Deen” says.
i know what is, “Halal” and “Haram”. And no
matter if we meet minorities for their
betterment and to make them understand
our matters, there is no restriction. i clearly
say, i meet them and stay firm with them at
hard times. 
THE EDUCATionisT: As imran Khan has
already told us in manifesto of the party that
"naya Pakistan" would be like this and
that..... What will you say about the price hike
in petroleum, goods, and increased taxes? 

EJAZ CHAUDHARY:i'll give you the answer
in one sentence. The country was facing a
major default. We even didn't have 2 rupees
to pay the debt, to run the government or to
give something to the public. We also had to
pay the debt. We had two ways; either to
deceive people by lying for the time being or
to make public aware of the issues.

For example, Pso is in default now a days,
so as PiA and steel mills, so if we can manage
a little from this way, we can save them.
secondly, in 4 to 6 months the foreign
investment will be the way out except there's
no way.
THE EDUCATionisT: Don't you think that
there's a difference in what imran Khan said
and what he's doing? 
EJAZ CHAUDHARY: Yes, He was right at
that time and this time too. one thing is a
person's concept and thinking and other in
the reality is the practical solution. 

(He countered a question) if i choose one
way and there is a hole out there, then i'll
definitely go for another way. Am i doing
right or wrong? in the same way, when he
goes into that journey he gets to know that
we have to do these certain measures to save
our country. i say that, (he picked up his shirt
front in a hanging way) i don't want to make
him this kind of PM. Why? He's that
personality in the world that people look for
him, he don't look for people. let' make a
comparison, take Yousaf Raza gillani, Raja
Pervaiz Ashraf and nawaz sharif, now look at

them and then at imran Khan. People pay
attention to imran Khan even America is
interested towards imran khan. Trump used
to say that let's talk with the "Taliban" you
can't win them. How he has faced india, the
way he raised the issue of Kashmir that was
never done by any PM of Pakistan.
THE EDUCATionisT: it was said that the
accountability was only limited to n-league
unless your party member Aleem Khan was
arrested. According to the opposition, it is all
dramatized. What is your opinion?
EJAZ CHAUDHARY:if there are those
people in the opposition who are not involved
in crimes themselves, then it will be the
balanced opinion. And if all those speakers
that are lined up in a row, they are involved
in cases so they will talk the same what they
are saying. imran Khan will not save anyone,
even not himself. He’s offering himself too in
front of nAB in the case of 17 lacs even
though nAB doesn’t go into the case less
than 20 lacs but he’s going into this case.
imran Khan has set such an example that we
couldn’t see in the history of Pakistan. one of
his ministers was accused, he resigned.
second was accused, he resigned. secretary
general was accused, he resigned. Provincial
senior minster was accused, he resigned too,
why? Considering their value so that it
couldn’t negatively affect the parameters of
investigation. it is the good example, (he
countered question) how it is a bad example? 
THE EDUCATionisT: What are your
future goals? Where do you see yourself in
the future? 
EJAZ CHAUDHARY:i don't know where i
want myself to be but, i do want to see the
poor class of our society that what we can do
for their education and jobs. other than that,
i don't see myself anywhere. 
THE EDUCATionisT: Besides politics,
what is your hobby?
EJAZ CHAUDHARY:i listen to “naat” and
not interested in anything other than that. i
used to recite Holy Quran but as now as the
reading habit has lessened, i have only
limited to listening, (he pointed towards his
cell phone) it has this facility too, so i listen
to “naat”.
THE EDUCATionisT: Thank you so much
sir for your precious time. 

Rafia Zafar and Maira Khan pose for a
photo with Ejaz Chaudhary after his
interview for The Educationist. g

‘PTI has space for educated women’

ejaz Chaudhry
says due to

imran trump
said let’s talk
with taliban 

Rafia Zafar and Maira Khan pose for a photo with pti
leader ejaz Chaudhry after interview at his office.
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LAPTOP DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY

PRiME Minister laptops Distribution Ceremony of
University of Baltistan, skardu held on May 2, 2019 at
UoBs Anchen Campus. Commander FCnA Maj. gen.

Ehsan Mehmood Khan chaired the ceremony. sixty
Meritorious students received their laptops from the
ceremony. The Vice Chancellor, Prof. Dr. Muhammad naeem
Khan hosted the ceremony. Alongwith the management,
faculty and staff of the university, political representatives,
High officials of Pakistan Army, officials of establishment and
bureaucracy, Friends of Baltistan, Principals of colleges,
members and dignitaries of the civil society, and media
personnel attended the ceremony. 

The ceremony was started with the recitation of the few verses
from the Holy Quran honored by Mr. syed Tahir Ali a student of
MA English, UoBs. The Vice Chancellor, UoBs, Prof. Dr.
Muhammad naeem Khan addressing the audience expressed
gratitude to the Chief guest for attending the ceremony that he
had also chaired the first convocation of the university the
previous year which is an honor for us. He said that the youth of
this region has strong potentials and great eager for knowledge
and education and the literacy rate of gB is much better than the
rest of country. Addressing the ceremony, the Commander FCnA
said that University of Baltistan, skardu has achieved the
milestones in a very short span of time. Emphasizing on the
importance of education he said to the students that they are
involved in the accomplishment of the sacred obligation which is
to read. He further said when something is obligatory on us then
we must accomplish it at any rate. The Commander FCnA,
highlighting the significance of learning said that if learning has
that value then how much value the teacher must have in this
profession. Referring to the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet
PBUH, the Chief guest said that the human social betterment
lies in getting education in true sense that the journey started
with Read Iqra. The Vice Chancellor presented souvenir to the
Chief guest and the Chief guest also presented a souvenir to the
Vice Chancellor. The Commander FCnA Maj. gen Ehsan
Mehmood Khan presented souvenirs to all the faculty members
of University of Baltistan, skardu.

SCHOLARSHIPS TO STUDENTS OF BALTISTAN
UNIVERSITY

THE honorable Vice Chancellor, Prof Dr. Muhammad
naeem Khan has signed an MoU with (MD)
Managing Director, Pakistan Bait-tul-Maal, Aon

Abbas Buppi on April 10, 2019  at islamabad. The Vice
Chancellor briefed Mr. Aon Abbas about the current, past and
future progress of the university and also discussed about the
students. The VC said that gB is one of the fertile lands of
talents and potentials in every aspect whether that is
manpower or natural resources. 

Managing Director Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal and Vice Chancellor
University of Baltistan signing the MoU. The Pakistan Bait-ul-
Mal will offer Fifty (50) scholarships for the most deserving
students of University of Baltistan, skardu in every semester.
Those students who perform well but face financial constraints
can avail this scholarship offered by Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal. on
April 15, the Managing Director Bait-ul-Mal visited university of
Baltistan and addressed the students and faculty of the
university in an august ceremony of MoU launch. The students,
faculty and signatories of civil society and media attended the
ceremony. Registrar Baltistan University Mr. Waseemullah Jan

welcomed the guests, Director Academics and External linkages
Dr. Zakir Hussain Zakir shared the salient features of the MoU
between Pakistan Bait-ul-Mal and UoBs. The MD Mr. Aon
Abbas gave a very inspirational speech that enthused the
students to do something different in their lives and come up
with difficulties. At the end Controller of Examination Dr.
ghulam Raza paid vote of thanks to the guests.    

THE Worldwide Fund for nature (WWF) Pakistan
donated a unit of solar Pump for immediate basic water
needs at the newly demarcated site for University

Campus where constructions will be started soon. The site is
around 150 feet above the river level and 1 km away from water
sources and is barren at present. With master planning of the
site and surveys, the site is desired to be turned green. Under
the green Campus program, the university sent a proposal for
solar Water Pump. WWF Pakistan also becoming a partner
organization with UoBs, donated a unit of solar Pump that
can lift water regularly at day time for a height of 150-200 feet.
The solar unit was handed over to the university by WWF
regional officials of gilgit-Baltistan. The green Campus
Program is sublet program of the green and Clean Pakistan.
University of Baltistan is an active member of the program
aiming to turn the campus fully green and clean with plantation
and vegetation of valued plants and herbs, that can be a model
‘green Campus’ in near future with a variety of fruit,
ornamental and medicinal plants and flowers. 

NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON AGRI-TOURISM ENTRE-
PRENEURSHIP AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

nATionAl symposium on Agri-Tourism
Entrepreneurship and Business Development was
organized by the University of Baltistan skardu. Vice

Chancellor Prof. Dr. Muhammad naeem Khan chaired the
symposium. Faculty members, staff, students and principal
officers of UoBs, media personnel and dignitaries from local
community including also attending the session. Mr.
ghulamullah saqib, Deputy Director Agriculture, govt. of
gB discussed the importance and scope of Agri-Tourism in
gilgit-Baltistan. He shared some of the prominent success
stories of his team and those who have been working in the
field. Mr. Tariq Tanveer, Ex-Deputy Director Parks and
Horticulture, lahore and the CEo Agri-tourism
Development Corporation of Pakistan being the Key note
speaker shared valuable information. He talked on the
regional cultivation and production of agricultural resources
in Pakistan. He motivated the youth towards the
entrepreneurship in the domain of agriculture. He said that
gB is enriched with enormous agricultural resources.

Mr. Azeem Ali, from germany and a research expert in Bio-
information technology, organic farming/alternate medicines

shared his expertise in the field of agriculture and tourism.
He said thousands of people visit gB every year and enjoy the
natural beauty of the region that we can also contribute in the
beauty of the region producing and cultivating maximum
agricultural products. He said Allah has created the lands
that we have to use them for the wellbeing of the human
beings making the world around us beautiful.

ghulam nabi shigri, Chief Executive, Pak seabuckthorn
international shared his ideas and information regarding
mountain farming. He said the lands on the mountain valleys
are very effective to be used for farming that the youth will
have to extend their contributions.

Mr. Hafiz-ur-Rehman the Managing Director of Khashel
Agri Tourism Farm having one thousand kanal land of agri-
farming and production, said that every individual can think
differently using their ideas for the promotion of agri-tourism
in gB that he is the first man to initiate. Mr Hafeez-u-Rehman
announced that his farm is celebrating Cherry, Apricot and
Apple Festivals in June, July and september this year and
expecting thousands of visitors having an opportunity of on-
farm purchase of fruits. High officials from major cities of
Pakistan are also expected to visit these festivals. 

The renowned scholar Yousaf Hussianabdi also shared his
life long experience and observation in the field of agriculture.
He praised the efforts being made by UoBs in every field of
life and advised the students to start initiatives for the
promotion of agri-tourism in gB.

Addressing the audience, the Chief guest of the
symposium, Vice Chancellor UoBs Prof. Dr. Muhammad
naeem Khan shared his expertise in the field of agriculture.
He appreciated the organizers of the symposium for
effectively managing and conducting certain mega session on
the important opportunities and potentials of gB. He said
Agri-Tourism is one of the most important industry that we
have to develop in this region so that the people of this region
could help in development of economy and life standards. He
further said that University of Baltistan skardu is always
ready with every possible strategies to promote agriculture
and agri-tourism in gB. 

Dr. ghulam Raza, Controller Examination UoBs expressed
Vote of Thanks for the guests, participants and respectable
dignitaries. He also shared his research based observation in
bio-diversity that his research was conducted in gB. He said
there are millions of natural resources in gB that the
university is determined to explore.

Dr. Zakir Hussain Zakir, concluded the session with special
prayers for late Dr. irshad Ali, the first Registrar of the
university. The program Dr. Mir Alam, Dr. Alamdar, and Mr.
Abdul Rehman Mir played key roles in organizing and
hosting the event. g

University of Baltistan gains resources to assist students’ learning

Mr. imtiaz Hussain photographer and student uoBS
presenting his photo-Souvenir to the Chief guest of Laptop
distribution Ceremony.

Managing director of pakistan Bait-ul-Mal and Vice
Chancellor of the university of Baltistan signing the Mou.

unit of Solar Water pump being handed over to university

donation of Solar pump for water supply at the Site of
university Campus which is a barren plain
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BY JAHANTAB SAJJAD

W
E are facing serious challenge
as there are 11 educational
departments under my
supervision but none of them

was working properly. Many teachers had to
face problems for transfers. We are making a
transfer policy and now nobody will have to
pay money (bribe) for transfer because we
have removed club mafia. These views were
expressed by Punjab Minister for school
Education Dr. Murad Raas during an
interview with The Educationist. Following
are some glimpses:
THE EDUCATionisT: Which major
problems you have faced since you have taken
oath of the school Education Ministry?
DR. MURAD RAAs: These are not difficulties
but challenges that are resolved by you. You
analyse how you have to deal with them. There
are 11 educational departments under my
supervision but none of them was working
properly. When i joined, i wished that one of
the employees might come to me and say that is
right (thing or policy) don’t modify (or change)
it, but none of them came to me till this hour.
THE EDUCATionisT: Tell us about the
appointment of teachers by your predecessor,
former minister for school education and
what is your policy in this regard?
DR. MURAD RAAs: nobody runs his

kitchen, the way they ran this department.
The department itself speaks volumes about
its condition. This thing will never happen
again inshallah. if we feel such a disturbance,
we will point it out. We will work for the
betterment of the school education.
THE EDUCATionisT: our national
language is Urdu but it is considered bad in
private English medium institutions. some

institutions have a rule of imposing fine on
the student who found speaking Urdu. What
would you like to say about this?
DR. MURAD RAAs: Unless you do not
educate children in Urdu language, they will
never learn clear concepts. Many countries
tried to infuse English in everything but all in
vain and it is a failed formula. We are moving
back to Urdu while English will be taught as

a subject only.
THE EDUCATionisT: now a days,
teachers in general and female teachers in
particular face transfer issues. What steps are
you taking in this regard?
DR. MURAD RAAs: We are making a
transfer policy. no boy will have to pay
money for his/her transfer. We have removed
club (transfer) mafia. g

‘Transfer mafia removed from School Education’
Murad Raas says teachers’ transfer issues being resolved

BY ANIQAA SARWAR & TAHOOR IMRAN

P
UnJAB University institute of
Communication studies in-charge
Director Dr. noshina saleem has
said that PU is providing trained

human resource to media industry as PU TV
and FM 104.6 are practical labs for students.
she was talking to The Educationist during
an exclusive interview. Following are the
details:
The Educationist: in Pakistani society,
working women have to face many
problems. How do you deal with them?
Dr noshina saleem: Undoubtedly, once you
leave your house for job, you have to face
many problems. But fortunately my family is
always very supportive. They always
encourage me. in my student life, my family
members especially my father and brothers
never interrupted me in making struggle. on
job, i always get a supportive environment
because my colleagues know my character
very well. They know that i’m very positive,
focused and goal oriented person. in
management, a person must take things to
the broader level, where things and policies
are in the interest of organization.
THE EDUCATionisT: How many students
are in the department? Every student has his
own demands, how you deal with them?
DR nosHinA sAlEEM: Every year intake
of students in the department is 400-500, so
overall strength is almost 1500. i don’t think
that they have unnecessary demands. They
all should follow rules and regulations. such
as; in exams the attendance criteria is
mentioned, if they want to go for a trip, they
can arrange it with a faculty member and if
they want to invite a guest speaker, we
always support them.
THE EDUCATionisT: You know that
there is always need of co-curricular
activities along with curricular activities in
the department. so, what have you done in
this regard?
DR nosHinA sAlEEM: i always support
students if they want to arrange any co-
curricular activities in the department. i am
in favour of the creative learning activities

and at the prize distribution ceremony, i
encourage the students. i personally support
the students in every healthy and positive
activity.
THE EDUCATionisT: sources have told
that some students from this department
defame it after the completion of their
degree. What are your views about them?
DR nosHinA sAlEEM: These type of
students try to defame the department for
their personal interests. it is their own moral
footing. it is their upbringing which forces
them to act so. Their parents are responsible
for such kind of upbringing. As you know
that this has become a trend now a days
about defaming the institutions for own
personal means. such students have
forgotten the ethics.
THE EDUCATionisT: Which practical
training is being provided to students in

department?
DR nosHinA sAlEEM: PU TV and FM
Radio 104.6 are the best source for practical
training. Highly educated and trained
professionals train the students. PU iCs
provides trained human resource to media
industry. Top anchorperson and newscaster
including Hamid Mir are iCs graduates.
THE EDUCATionisT: At this stage after
achieving your goals, do you still have a
certain goal that you want to achieve?
DR nosHinA sAlEEM: Every person who
comes in this world has some certain goals. i
studied F.sc (Pre-Medical) but failed to get
admission in any medical college. so i
moved to social sciences but still my goal was
to be a doctor. i completed my ambition by
becoming a PhD. My other target was to go
abroad for Post doctorate. i have achieved
that goal as well. g

dr. noshina says iCS provides trained
human resource to media industry

National Consultation
for Data, Evidence &
Analytics for SDGs

T
HE Ministry of Planning,
Development and Reforms in
collaboration with UniCEF and
Higher Education Commission

(HEC) organized a two-day national
consultation around Data, Evidence and
Analytics for sustainable Development
goals (sDgs) from May 2-3, 2019. 

The first day was chaired by Dr. Tariq
Banuri, Chairman HEC and was
attended by Mr. neil Buhne, Un
Resident Coordinator, Mr. shahid
naeem, Head of sDgs section at
Ministry of Planning, Development and
Reforms and Mr. luis gorjon, Head of
UniCEF social Policy section. Ms.
Mussarrat Youssuf from UniCEF
moderated the sessions. 

The Consultation was attended by
many Vice Chancellors of universities
from across the country, professors,
teachers and students as well as
government officials from federal and
provincial levels, including
representatives from Pakistan Bureau of
statistics (PBs). it focused on two
primary themes: the data, evidence and
analytics needed to support the sDgs
and the engagement of universities, both
faculty and students, in fulfilling these
needs. 

in his keynote address, Dr. Banuri
situated the sDgs in the long evolution
of international efforts for peace, justice
and poverty eradication. He described to
participants how all 17 sustainable
development goals are essentially aimed
at achieving the first goal i.e. ending
poverty in all its forms everywhere. The
other goals are aimed directly at specific
aspects of poverty eradication, some at
the determinants of poverty eradication
and others at the threats to successful
elimination of poverty eradication. 

Mr. shahid naeem outlined Pakistan’s
specific commitments to the sDgs. Mr. neil
Buhne highlighted inclusion and equality,
and Mr. luis gorjon stressed the importance
of goal on eradicating poverty as well as its
measurement to include children ensuring
we ‘leave no one behind’. g
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NEWS IN PICS

LAHORE: GCU Vice Chancellor dr Hassan
amer Shah presenting souvenir to Justice (r)
nasira Javed iqbal during 17th convocation.

LAHORE: Federal Minister for education
Shafqat Mahmood awarding degrees among
the students of gCu 17th annual convocation
with gCu Vice Chancellor dr Hassan ameer
Shah and Registrar Sabor ahmad Khan.

pu VC awards phd degree to punjab
assembly clerk arshad ali.

pieaS students display their model plane.  

LuMS SBaSSe departments two teams of dr
Rahman Shah Zaib Saleem and dr amir Faisal
working against multidrug resistance in cancer

gCu VC awards phd degree to a blind student

T
HE universities will suffer if the
indicated budgetary cuts are
executed, said Dr. Tariq Banuri,
Chairman Higher Education

Commission (HEC) while briefing a meeting
of national Assembly’s standing Committee
on Federal Education and Professional
Training with Mian najeeb-ud-Din Awaisi in
the chair at the Commission secretariat here
on Monday.

Highlighting challenges facing the higher
education sector, the Chairman expressed
concerns that instead of increase in the
sector’s budget, it has been fluctuating since
the establishment of HEC in 2002.
“Pakistan’s education system is grossly under-
funded.” He informed the committee
members that HEC undertook an extensive
budgetary assessment exercise jointly with
the Ministry of Finance, according to which
the estimated requirement of the higher
education sector for FY 2019-20 is Rs.
103.550 billion. However, the higher
education sector, as per indicative Budgetary
Ceilings (iBCs), has been allocated a
recurring grant of only Rs. 58.50 billion for
FY 2019-20. He maintained that the sector

needs Rs. 55 billion development budget,
while the iBCs show allocation of only Rs.
35.8 billion.

He explained that Pakistan spends hardly
2.8 per cent of its gDP on education, which
must be at least four per cent. He added that
the higher education sector must have at
least one fourth of the four per cent, but
unfortunately the sector could only get one
tenth of the allocated amount. He hoped that
despite financial challenges, the government
will keep in view the sector’s requirement in
the allocation of funds for the FY 2019-20.

The Chairman He said HEC was
established in 2002 to pursue major
objectives of increase in access, improvement
in quality, and ensuring relevance of higher
education and research to socio-economic
needs of the country. shedding light on
HEC’s progress towards achievement of its
major objectives, he said as compared to only
2,76,000 students enrolled in universities in
2002, 1.6 million students are currently
studying in universities. He added that the
female student ratio was only 37 per cent
before the establishment of HEC, which has
now reached 44 per cent.

He maintained that 195 universities are
presently operating in the country, though
the number was only 60 about 17 years back.
He highlighted that the number of per
annum research publications has cross
14,000 as compared to merely 800 in 2002.
Moreover, he said, HEC is focusing on quality
and relevance of higher education and
research and, in this regards, tangible
measures are underway. He mentioned
success of HEC projects including
Technology Development Fund; offices of
Research, innovation and
Commercialisation; Business incubation
Centres; national Research Programme for
Universities; social integration outreach
Programme, and various other initiatives
directed to promotion of a research culture in
the country.

To a question regarding mushroom
growth of private institutions, he said HEC
is a regulatory body which sets standards
for higher education institutions across the
country. All the institutions need to fulfill
HEC criteria before securing charter to
operate anywhere in the country, he
revealed. g

STAFF REPORT

o
n the directions of Punjab
University Vice Chancellor
Prof niaz Ahmad, as many as
1,800 employees from grade 1

to 15 awaiting their promotions from
decades have got promotion in the next
grade. in this regard, an office order
distribution ceremony was organized at
Faisal Auditorium here on Friday. PU VC
Prof niaz Ahmad, Registrar Dr
Muhammad Khalid Khan, Chairman
Hall Council Prof Dr Muhammad Abid
Hussain Chaudhary, Resident officer-i
Malik Muhammad Zaheer, Ro-ii Jalil
Tariq, Treasurer Rao Muhammad Tahir,
Chief Engineer Faiz-ul-Hassan sipra and
a large number of employees were

present on the occasion.
Addressing the ceremony, Prof niaz

Ahmad said that for the first time in the
history of Punjab University, such a big
number of employees have been
promoted. He said that he was very
happy to see happiness in the eyes of
employees. He said that this promotion
would be implemented since 2017 and
the promoted employees would get
arrears too. The vice chancellor
announced that the employees who have
not got promotion in the last around 25
years would get upto four promotions.
The vice chancellor also announced
overtime for security guards who perform
duties 6 days a week or other employees
who work more than 40 hours a week.
on these announcements, there was a

huge wave of joy among the employees
who thanked the vice chancellor in an
ambitious way. 

The vice chancellor advised the
employees to work with honesty,
dedication, hard work and deal the
students and public with high moral
values. He urged the employees to work
as per law and don’t listen to anybody
who ask them to work against the law.
The VC said that he would himself resolve
any genuine issue of any employee as per
law. He said that the university
administration has also constituted
committee for the elections of employees.
later, the VC distributed orders among
the newly promoted employees. The
employees thanked Prof niaz Ahmad for
resolving their decade-long issues. g

pu VC promotes 1,800 employees 

NA Standing Committee
discusses HEC budget, future


